STANDARD FEATURES
- PAINTED THREE PHASE 220/440/60 ELECTRIC MOTOR
- HELICAL GEARBOX - 5:1 REDUCTION RATIO
  350 RPM NOMINAL OUTPUT
- ADJUSTABLE BRIDGE MOUNT
- 316SS WETTED PARTS
- 1" X 36"FMB SHAFT STANDARD
- SINGLE OR DUAL FOLDING IMPELLERS
  WITH SET SCREW ATTACHMENT

OPTIONS
- SINGLE PHASE TEFC MOTOR
- EXPLOSION PROOF MOTOR
- ALTERNATE IMPELLER SIZES AND TYPES
- ALL STAINLESS STEEL UPGRADE WITH STAINLESS MOTOR,
  STAINLESS BRIDGE MOUNT, & STAINLESS FASTENERS
- FORKLIFT CHANNELS
- SANITARY FINISHES
- FLOATING TOTE CAP WITH LIP SEAL

BRIDGE MOUNT TOTE MIXERS MOUNT TO
CAGE STYLE TOTES UP TO 52" WIDE

EST WT: 84-170 LBS (DEPENDING ON HP AND OPTIONS)